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ABSTRACT

Acoustic room compensation techniques, which allow a sound re-
production system to counteract undesired alteration to the sound
scene due to excessive room resonances, have been extensively
studied. Extensive efforts have been reported to enlarge the region
over which room equalization is effective and to contrast variations
of room transfer functions in space. A speaker-tuning technology
“Trueplay” allows users to compensate for undesired room effects
over an extended listening area based on a spatially averaged power
response of the room, which is conventionally measured using mi-
crophones on portable devices when users move around the room.
In this work, we propose a novel system that leverages measured
speaker echo path self-responses to predict the room average power
responses using a local PCA based approach. Experimental results
confirm the effectiveness of the proposed estimation method, which
further leads to a room compensation filter design that achieves a
good sound similarity compared to the reference system with the
ground-truth room average power response while outperforming
other systems that do not use the proposed estimator.

1. INTRODUCTION

When sound is reproduced by a sounding unit, e.g. a loudspeaker,
the perception of the sound that is delivered to the listener is modified
by the listening environment. Excessive reflections or resonances
may result in detrimental impacts on the original sound, e.g. altered
music timbre, incorrect sound localization. The sound reproduction
system can also introduce undesired artifacts, e.g. frequency band-
extension, non-linearities and etc..

Room response compensation (RRC) has been widely studied
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] for improving sound reproduction quality, contrast-
ing detrimental effects of the room environment. In an RRC system,
the room transfer function (RTF) characterizing the path from the
sound reproduction system to the listener is equalized with a suitably
designed equalizer through its inversion. From [7], RRC approaches
are categorized into single-point and multi-point room equalizers. A
single-point room equalizer derives the equalization filter based on
the measurement in a single location of the RTF [8], which is effec-
tive only in a limited zone around the measured point. In real-world
scenarios, RTFs vary significantly with respect to the position in the
room [9] and time [10, 11]. To enlarge the equalization zone and
to contrast the room response variations, multi-point equalizers have
been proposed [12]. A multi-point room equalization system lever-
ages multiple measurements of RTFs at different locations in order
to design the equalizer in a either fixed or adaptive manner. However,
the placement and measurements at numerous separate locations that
covers the extended room area could be a time-consuming process.

Alternatively, RTFs can be estimated from a finite set of room
impulse response measurements at specific positions in the room
through model-based approaches. Several works have been reported
in the literature, such as common-acoustical pole and residue mod-
elling [13], compressive sensing [14, 15] and the planewave decom-

position method [16, 17]. However, depending on the formulation
of sparsity models that are used to characterize the entire soundfield
in a room, these approaches still require a relatively large number of
microphone measurements to achieve sufficient accuracy and micro-
phone positions in space are also required. The estimation of RTFs is
often severely under-determined, which is typically due to the large
number of independent parameters needed to represent the acoustic
system in reverberant environments. To this end, Fozunbal et al. [18]
deployed Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and proposed a su-
pervised algorithm by forming a model based on a training set that
consists of pre-measured acoustic impulse responses from several
known locations. Koren et al. [19] further improved the PCA-based
estimation approach by exploiting spatial information of localized
sources in order to properly train local models that corresponds to
different regions in the room. PCA is also applied in [20] to facil-
itate the estimation of the sound pressure at the eardrum using an
inward-facing microphone at the in-ear earpiece.

An efficient variant of the multi-point equalization system can
be formulated based on a spatially-averaged power response mea-
surement. While a power measurement necessarily eliminates phase
information, such ”room curves” are commonly used by speaker de-
signers and reveal problems that are common to all locations, such
as boundary effects [21]. Sheen [22] proposed a speaker tuning tech-
nology “Trueplay” [23] based on room power response measure-
ments. The room average power response is typically derived using
microphones on portable devices such as mobile phones. The user
moves around the room with the portable device while the speaker
under test plays a cyclic stimulus signal. The power response of each
cycle is averaged to create the room average power response.

In this paper we present a novel supervised approach to esti-
mate the room average power response by forming models based on
a training set. The system requires only an on-board microphone
while eliminating the need for additional microphone measurements
and the knowledge of speaker position in space. The proposed room
compensation design uses the echo path, i.e. the acoustic impulse
response between the speaker and on-board microphone, to predict
the room average power response. Specifically, the echo path mea-
surement is projected onto a lower dimensional space using PCA
and transformed to obtain an estimate of the room average power
response. It also exploits local features of echo path self-responses
(e.g. reverberation time) and divides the global training dataset into
local subsets, thereby deriving separate local PCA models that cor-
responds to different room conditions. Results demonstrate the im-
proved performance of the local PCA approach over other conven-
tional estimation schemes and when this estimate is incorporated
into the design of “Trueplay” for room compensation, the proposed
approach achieves good similarity to the reference system with the
ground-truth room average power response.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The acoustic setup of “Trueplay” is depicted in Fig. 1. The room
average power response r(ω) can be measured at radial frequency ω
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Fig. 1. Loudspeaker room compensation acoustic setup.

using an external microphone as described in Sec. 1. The on-board
microphone measures the echo path self-response s(ω) of the device.
The goal is to derive an equalization filterGeq(ω) such that the room
average power response meets a target magnitude response t(ω):

r(ω)|Geq(ω)|2 = t(ω). (1)

The target response is a subjective choice made by the loudspeaker
designer. Targets are commonly flat across frequency with some
boosts in the bass portion of the response. The magnitude response
of the ideal filter is then given by

|Geq(ω)| =

√
t(ω)

r(ω)
. (2)

The magnitude response is then turned into a minimum phase fi-
nite impulse response (FIR) filter by taking it’s real cepstrum [24],
providing a realizable filter. The FIR can be used directly for equal-
ization. To reduce computational complexity, the Trueplay system
instead computes a set of second order infinite impulse response
(IIR) filters that approximate the magnitude and phase response of
the ”ideal” FIR. Various techniques exist for the design of arbitrary
IIR filters [25][26].

The main challenge of this paper is to replace r(ω) in Eq. (2)
with an appropriate estimator of the room average power response
r̂(ω) based on the in-situ measurement of the echo path self-
response, which will be described in the following section.

3. ESTIMATION OF ROOM AVERAGE POWER
RESPONSE

In this section, we present an estimation scheme to map the measured
echo path self-response at the on-board microphone to the room av-
erage power response. The first subsection introduces a linear least-
sqaures (LS) regression method that minimizes mean-squared error
of the estimated room average power response coefficients in the
frequency domain. Subsequently, we propose an estimation method
that benefits from the numerical robustness and efficiency of PCA.
Finally, we motivate a local PCA based method that trains individual
local models corresponding to different room reverberant conditions.

3.1. Linear least-squares regression

LetM = {sj, rj ∈ R
Nf
2

+1|j = 1, . . . , J} be a set of magnitude
spectrum coefficients of echo path self-responses sj(ω) and room
average power responses rj(ω) in the log-energy form. Nf is the
FFT length. The optimal filter gLS should minimize the difference
between the estimated room average power response to the measured
counterpart via linear mapping in the frequency domain, i.e., the fol-
lowing least-squares cost function

E(gLS) = ‖DsgLS − dr‖22 + µ‖gLS‖22, (3)

where Ds (J(Nf

2
+ 1) × (

Nf

2
+ 1)) are stacked diagonal matrices

containing magnitude coefficients of all measured echo path self-
responses sj(ω) and dr (J(Nf

2
+ 1) × 1) is the stacked vectors

containing all rj(ω). The Tikhonov regularization factor µ = 0.001
is considered in this work to prevent over-amplification of gLS. The
optimum with respect to gLS is given by

ĝLS = (Ds
HDs + µI)−1Ds

Hdr. (4)

Using the estimated filter ĝLS from the training stage, room average
power response coefficients r̂LS are estimated from a measurement
of the echo path self-response s during run-time as follows:

r̂LS = s� ĝLS, (5)

where � denotes element-wise product.

3.2. Global PCA-based estimation

As can be seen from (3), a direct linear mapping of the frequency
domain vectors sj, rj is possible but would require a large set of
training data to ensure sufficient accuracy if the FFT length is large.
In this section, a PCA-based estimator of r is designed based on
features of measured echo path self-responses s.

PCA is commonly used for dimensionality reduction by project-
ing each data point onto only the first few principal components to
obtain lower-dimensional data that helps to avoid over-fitting [27].
By conducting PCA, we extract the first Ks and Kr principal com-

ponents us,k,ur,k ∈ R
Nf
2

+1 of sj and rj, respectively. The room
average power response principal components matrix is defined as

Ur = [ur,1,ur,2, . . . ,ur,Kr ]. (6)

Let r̄ be the ensemble average of rj: r̄ =
∑J

j=1 rj/J . To obtain
gain vectors gr,j that minimize the Euclidean distance between the
reconstructed frequency domain vectors

r̂j = r̄ + Urgr,j (7)

and the raw rj , we utilize the orthonormality of the principal com-
ponents and get

gr,j = UH
r (rj − r̄). (8)

Similarly we obtain the gains gs,j for the echo path.
After converting frequency domain coefficients into the princi-

pal component domain, the problem is to find a linear map A ∈
RKs×Kr that projects the echo path self-response gain vectors onto
the room average power response gain vectors. The following cost
function is defined:

C(A) =

J∑
j=1

‖gr,j −Ags,j‖2. (9)

This projection allows us to estimate the room average power re-
sponse gain vector given the echo path self-response gain vector. To
minimize C(A), we have

Â = argmin
A

C(A) =

J∑
j=1

gr,jg
H
s,j(

J∑
j=1

gs,jg
H
s,j)

−1. (10)

The above-demonstrated steps are the training stage for room aver-
age power response estimation based on a training set sj, rj ∈ M.
After measuring the echo path self-response s at runtime, the gain
vector for s in the the principal component domain can be calculated
as follows:

gs = UH
s (s− s̄), (11)



Fig. 2. Echo path self-responses and room average power responses
from the collected database. Bold lines denote ensemble average.

where s̄ is the ensemble average of sj from the training stage. Then
an estimate of gr can be obtained by ĝr = Âgs. Finally an estimate
r̂pca for r in the frequency domain with the ensemble average r̄ and
Ur from the training stage

r̂pca = r̄ + Urĝr. (12)

3.3. Local PCA-based estimation

The PCA-based estimator of the room average power response in
Sec. 3.2 is derived based on the global training dataset that con-
sists of a mixture of measured echo path self-response/room aver-
age power response sets under a large variety of room conditions. In
this section, we propose to exploit local features of echo path self-
responses to “cluster” the global training dataset into small subsets
and to train local PCA models that corresponds to different room
conditions accordingly, which facilitates PCA to better capture the
structure of acoustic responses and their variation patterns.

The following features that divide the global dataset into sub-
groups are investigated in the training stage:

• Reverberation time RT30 [28] of the measured echo path self-
response to quantify the reverberant condition at the position
where the speaker is placed;

• Low-frequency roll-off gain of the echo path frequency re-
sponse. In this work, we choose to monitor the magnitude
roll-off between 120 Hz and 60 Hz.

At the inference stage, the selection criteria that indicates which lo-
cal PCA model to be used for deriving an estimated room average
power response r̂lpca when a new echo path self-response becomes
available is also established accordingly. The effectiveness of the
proposed local PCA estimation approach is evaluated in Sec. 4.

4. SYSTEM EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of incorporating the
proposed room average power response estimator into the ”True-
play” room compensation filter design. First the acoustic setup and
the database of measurements are introduced. Second, we present re-
sults that demonstrate the estimation accuracy of the proposed PCA-
based approaches. Finally, results of a perceptual evaluation of the
proposed room compensation design utilizing the multi stimulus hid-
den reference and anchor (MUSHRA) framework are presented.

4.1. Self-response/Room average power response database

For data collection of echo path self-response/room average power
response sets, a Sonos Move speaker (with built-in microphones)
and one pre-calibrated external microphone were used. Room aver-
age power responses were measured as described in Sec. 1 and echo
path self-responses were derived by playing sine sweep signals from
the speaker. The Sonos Move speaker was placed in different rooms
with a wide diversity of room types and at various locations in rooms

Fig. 3. The distribution of RT30 and low-frequency roll-off gains of
echo path self-responses for Sonos Move database.

Table 1. Local subgroup division schemes

RT30 Low-freq roll-off
Group 1 [0,87) ms, 265 sets (−∞,10) dB,211 sets
Group 2 [87,151] ms, 679 sets [10,18] dB, 758 sets
Group 3 (151,+∞) ms, 263 sets (18,∞) dB, 208 sets

(e.g. center, corner, near walls and etc.). Overall, as shown in Fig. 2,
the database includes a total of 1207 echo path self-response/room
average power response sets at a sampling rate of 16 kHz and FFT
length Nf = 2048. The distribution histograms of the two investi-
gated local features of echo path self-responses in Sec. 3.3, i.e. RT30
and low-frequency roll-off gains, are demonstrated in Fig. 3. From
Fig. 3, it can be seen that both features follow a normal distribution
well. Therefore, we fitted them with two normal distribution models
and used the derived mean and standard deviation values to define
the local subgroup division schemes for each of the features shown
in Table 1. When evaluating the performance we used a repetitive
cross-validation approach, i.e., we used data from Ntr echo path
self-response/Room average power response sets for training then
evaluated the performance for Nval unseen sets and repeated this
process for 50 times. Note that the training data size for the local
PCA-based method was Ntr/3 for each of the subgroup.

4.2. Estimation of room average power response

To evaluate the performance of the room average power response
estimators, we used the following measure to quantify the dB level
error between the estimated room average power response r̂(ω)j and
the ground-truth r(ω)j for the jth sample across frequencies:

ε(ω)j = |10 log(|r(ω)j |2)− 10 log(|r̂(ω)j |2)|. (13)

In particular, we focused on the 95th percentile error in dB level
of the repetitive cross-validation process as we aimed to check if
the majority of estimation processes deliver sufficient accuracy. In

Fig. 4. 95 percentile estimation error bounds of room average power
response estimators using a repetitive cross-validation.



Fig. 5. Average estimation error (bold lines) for three PCA-based es-
timators. Shaded areas indicate estimation error standard deviation.

this evaluation, we chose Ntr = 300 and Nval = 100. In Fig. 4,
estimation performance of PCA-based systems (including both the
“Global PCA” method and local PCA methods “Local PCA RT” and
“Local PCA Roff” that represents systems based on local features
of RT30 and Low-frequency roll-off gain, respectively) is compared
with the linear LS regression estimator (“LS”) in Sec. 3.1 and the
ensemble average estimator ”Average”. For all PCA-based estima-
tion methods, we selected a fixed value of Kr = 32 as we found
that it consistently reconstructed raw room average power response
coefficients with sufficient accuracy using only the first 32 orders of
principal components. Note that the system of equations in Eq. (9)
is under-determined if Ks < Kr , hence, it is important to choose
Ks ≥ Kr . Therefore, we choose Ks = 240 for the global PCA
method and Ks = 80 when training individual local PCA models.

From Fig. 4, it shows that a noticeably improved estimation per-
formance can be achieved by all PCA–based approaches compared
to the linear LS regression method using the same training dataset,
which verifies advantages of the PCA due to its efficiency and di-
mensionality reduction. Both of the local PCA methods also outper-
form the global PCA method. Especially, ”Local PCA RT” achieves
an 95th percentile error bound that is within 5 dB across all fre-
quencies. It clearly shows that the division of the global training
dataset into sub-groups based on RT30 facilitates trained PCA mod-
els to capture the variability of acoustic impulse responses due to
local reverberation conditions more accurately, which leads to su-
perior estimation performance in comparison to the system using
low-frequency roll-off gains as local features. Fig. 5 presents er-
ror regions across frequencies for all three PCA-based estimation
schemes, which demonstrates the same performance pattern as in
Fig. 4. For the remaining part of the paper, the “local PCA RT”
system is referred to as the local PCA-based method.

4.3. Acoustic room compensation

To investigate how well the estimate of the room average power
response r̂(ω) leads to a design that matches the reference “True-
play” system with the ground-truth room average power response,
we conducted a MUSHRA-style headphone listening test [29] with
11 listeners, including 6 professionally/self-reported trained listen-
ers. For each listener, we randomly selected 4 self-response/room
average power response sets from the validation dataset to simulate
signals. Three stimulus signals were considered (including vocal
music, jazz music and movie clips), which were then presented over
a pre-equalized Beyerdynamic DT-880 headphone at 75 dBSPL.

In this evaluation, the following processing conditions are in-
cluded: 1) Reference system with ground-truth room average power
responses; 2) Stock system without room compensation processing;
3) “LS300”, denotes a filter design system using linear LS regres-
sion estimator with Ntr = 300; 4)“LSMove”, denotes the system

Fig. 6. Sound similarity ratings of the MUSHRA study evaluating
room compensation filters from all 11 listeners.

Fig. 7. Sound similarity ratings of the MUSHRA study from 6
trained listeners (*** indicates p < 0.001).

using linear LS regression estimator with all available training data
from the Sonos Move database, i.e. Ntr ≈ 1000; 5)“GPCA”, de-
notes the system using global PCA-based estimator withNtr = 300;
6)“LPCA300”, denotes the system using local PCA-based estimator
with Ntr = 300; 7)“LPCA150”, denotes the system using local
PCA-based estimator with Ntr = 150. Subjects were asked to rate
the perceived sound similarity in comparison to provided reference
samples.

Fig. 6 presents results of the MUSHRA test from all 11 subjects,
which shows that most subjects were able to identify the hidden ref-
erence signals. However, several naı̈ve listeners reported having dif-
ficulty distinguishing multiple samples that sounded highly similar.
For trained listeners, results in Fig. 7 show that the stock condition
was rated least similar to the reference. The remaining six condi-
tions were analyzed using a linear mixed effects model [30]. Apart
from hidden references, highest similarity ratings were obtained by
the proposed ”LPCA300” system (p < 0.001 compared to “GPCA”,
“LS300” and even “LSMove” that uses a significantly larger training
dataset). In addition, “LPCA150” produces a close performance to
”LPCA300” with p > 0.001, which suggests that there is a potential
to further reduce the size of the training dataset while maintaining
comparable perceptual improvements for the PCA-based method.
Overall, listening test results validates the proposed local PCA-based
room average power response estimation approach.

5. CONCLUSION

In this work, a room compensation design by leveraging an esti-
mate of room average power response is proposed. We present a
PCA-based approach to predict room average power responses us-
ing measured echo path self-response at the on-board microphone.
By exploiting reverberation time of echo path self-responses and de-
riving individual local PCA models that capture the local variabil-
ity of impulse responses, the proposed method obtains an 95th per-
centile estimation error within 5 dB, which facilitates the proposed
room compensation filter to deliver a good sound similarity com-
pared to the reference system. A MUSHRA-style listening test was
conducted and results confirm the effectiveness of the approach.
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